Review Men's 105kg
· Ali Hashemi (IRI) won the Total and Snatch world title in the men's 105kg event at the 2017 world
championships, becoming the first world champion from Iran in this weight class.

· The only previous medallist in the men's 105kg representing Iran was Mohammadreza Barari (IRI),
who claimed bronze in the Clean & Jerk in 2013.

· Hashemi was the first to win both the Total and Snatch event at a single world championships since
Ruslan Nurudinov (UZB) in 2013.

· Coming into the final day of action, Iran has already won five world titles in men's events at these
world championships, equalling their record world title tally from 2011.

· Iran has now won a world title in all of the five highest men's weight classes (since the introduction of
the current weight categories in 1998).

· Seo Huiyeop (KOR) won the Clean & Jerk event, becoming the first athlete representing Korea to win a
world title in the men's 105kg.

· Seo was the first Korean athlete to claim a medal in this weight class since Hwa-Seung Kim (KOR) in
2009, who finished in third place in the Snatch.

· Arturs Plesnieks (LAT) finished in second place in both the Total and Clean & Jerk, adding to his bronze
·
·
·

medal in the Total from 2015. He became the third man representing Latvia to win multiple world
championships medals, after Viktors Scerbatis (LAT, 12) and Alberts Ozolins (LAT, 2).
Ivan Efremov (UZB) claimed silver in the Snatch and bronze in the Total, after he had won the Snatch
world title in 2015.
Efremov (3) is the third athlete representing Uzbekistan to claim multiple world championships
medals in men's events, after Ruslan Nurudinov (UZB, 7) and Ulugbek Alimov (UZB, 3).
Jorge Arroyo (ECU) finished in third place in the Snatch event, becoming the first athlete from Ecuador
to win a medal in any men's event at the world championships.
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